2005 jeep liberty starter location

Our Address. Kings Mills, OH Hi everyone, Newb here with his 1st post. Been a subscribed to
the YouTube Channel for a while now. Currently the Jeep suffers from a no crank condition. No
clicking from solenoid or attempt to do anything. Battery has been ruled out. Swapped battery
from my car and condition is the same. Cables are good. BCM is good. Lights, Horn, Radio, Key
Fob. Tried Neutral safety switch by moving through from Park to Neutral while turning ignition
â€” No change. Tried both keys. The fuel gauage. The first thing I would check is the starter
motor relay. You can easily bench test that. All the guage issues could suggest bad grounds.
Note that there are grounds between the firewall and the engine, they look like braided cables. I
checked the main ground coming from the battery and that one was fine. The over voltage
condition was found when it was measured I want to check for continuity at the pinouts on the
ignition switch. Anyone happen to have a schematic for this particular switch? No security
system, just the default keyless entry system. Which is working fine. Everything related to the
BCM is fine. Windows, Locks, Headlights, Horn, Wiper. I also checked the fuses in the PDC
Power Distribution Center under the hood next to the battery and everything is good. I also went
and swapped a relay for the ASD control from another circuit and there was no change. No
power to the PCM. I ruled out the ignition switch a well. I checked for 12v from the fuse location
within the PDC and I was getting 12 volts when the key was in the run position. Also pulled the
wiring from the alternator and the coil packs just to see if I would get any type of response.
Thinking I have a short in the components. But for what ever reason, the PCM is not
responding. C8- the keys your using are the original not a spare. I went ahead and removed the
relay for the starter and jumped pins 87 and 30 and the starter did engage and turned it over. I
also tried the code reader using the key trick as well. I did try both keys Original, No spares or
Valet Keys and the result was the same. Home Topic Jeep Liberty â€” No crank condition. Jeep
Liberty â€” No crank condition. March 15, at am Viewing 15 replies - 1 through 15 of 27 total.
Matt Participant. March 16, at am Quoted From college man: make sure the battery and
terminals are clean and tight. C8- Cables were the first thing checked and the battery was tried
in another vehicle with success. March 17, at am Have you tried plugging a scan tool in and
seeing if it communicates? Quoted From Beefy: Have you tried plugging a scan tool in and
seeing if it communicates? Beefy great site thanks. You just taught me. Quoted From college
man: found this website with your symptoms. So this pretty much rules out the battery and the
starter from the equation. One interesting thing is that the Security LED on the dash is lit during
all of this. You must be logged in to reply to this topic. After a long and successful year run,
Jeep finally decided it was time to part ways with its aging and relatively unchanged Cherokee.
The replacement was the more feature-packed and rugged-looking Jeep Liberty. This gave
buyers the opportunity to have the look of the Wrangler without the unforgiving ride. Replacing
the starter in the Liberty with a 3. Loosen the negative battery cable pinch bolt with a ratchet
and socket, and pull the negative battery cable from the battery. Put the cable aside to prevent
accidental reconnection. Raise the front of the Liberty with a floor jack and slide jack stands
under its frame rails. Lower the vehicle onto the jack stands and remove the floor jack. Remove
the two flange bolts connecting the exhaust downpipe to the crossover pipe, using a ratchet
and socket. Proceed directly to step 6 if your Liberty is two-wheel drive. Match mark the front
drive shaft to its mounting point on the front differential and to its mounting point on the
transfer case, using white marking paint. Remove the drive-shaft-to-transfer-case bolts and the
drive-shaft-to-front-differential bolt, using a ratchet and socket. Pull the crossover pipe
downward slightly to make clearance for the drive shaft, then slide the drive shaft forward
slightly. Pull the front of the drive shaft downward to clear the front differential. Pull the drive
shaft toward the front of the Liberty to remove it. Unfasten the two starter heat-shield bolts and
one nut with a ratchet and socket. Pull the heat shield from the starter. Remove the nut securing
the battery wire to the starter, using a ratchet and socket, and pull the battery wire from its
mounting stud on the starter. Press and hold the unlocking button on the wiring harness
plugging into the starter, and pull the harness from the starter. Use a ratchet and socket to
remove the two starter mounting bolts. Pull the starter toward the front of the Liberty until it is
free of the transmission bell housing. Spin the starter so the part that was facing the front of the
vehicle when mounted is facing the rear of the vehicle. Rotate the starter so its solenoid faces
downward, then pass it between the crossover pipe and the transmission bell housing to
remove it â€” you may need to pull downward on the crossover pipe to create enough
clearance. Guide the new starter into place by sliding it between the crossover pipe and
transmission bell housing, with the front of the starter facing the rear of the vehicle and the
solenoid facing downward. Rotate the starter so the front of the starter faces the front of the
vehicle and the solenoid is upright. Guide the starter into its hole in the bell housing until its
gear engages the teeth on the flex plate. You may need to wiggle and rotate the starter slightly
to achieve engagement. Hand-thread the two starter bolts, then torque them to 40 foot-pounds

with a torque wrench and socket. Slide the battery wire back onto its stud on the starter and
hand-thread its retaining nut. Tighten the battery wire nut to 9 foot-pounds. Plug the wiring
harness into its receptacle on the rear of the starter. Position the starter heat shield in place
over the starter, and tighten the one nut and two bolts to 5 foot-pounds. Skip to step 7 if your
Liberty has two-wheel drive. Pull the crossover pipe downward slightly to create the clearance
needed for the drive shaft. Reinstall the front drive shaft between its two mounting points â€”
one on the transfer case and one on the front differential. Rotate the drive shaft so the match
marks on the drive shaft, differential and transfer case align, then hand-thread the
drive-shaft-to-differential bolts and the drive-shaft-to-transfer case bolts. Tighten these bolts to
22 foot-pounds. Realign the bolt holes on the crossover pipe flange with the bolt holes on the
downpipe flange, then hand-thread the flange bolts. Tighten the flange bolts with a ratchet and
socket. Raise the SUV off the jack stands with a floor jack and remove the jack stands. Lower
the vehicle to the ground. Justin Cupler is a professional writer who has been published on
several websites including CarsDirect and Autos. Cupler has worked in the professional
automotive repair field as a technician and a manager since He has a certificate in broadcast
journalism from the Connecticut School of Broadcasting. Cupler is currently studying
mechanical engineering at Saint Petersburg College. How to Install a Starter on a Jeep Liberty 3.
Step 1 Loosen the negative battery cable pinch bolt with a ratchet and socket, and pull the
negative battery cable from the battery. Step 2 Raise the front of the Liberty with a floor jack and
slide jack stands under its frame rails. Step 3 Remove the two flange bolts connecting the
exhaust downpipe to the crossover pipe, using a ratchet and socket. Step 4 Proceed directly to
step 6 if your Liberty is two-wheel drive. Step 5 Remove the drive-shaft-to-transfer-case bolts
and the drive-shaft-to-front-differential bolt, using a ratchet and socket. Step 6 Unfasten the two
starter heat-shield bolts and one nut with a ratchet and socket. Step 7 Remove the nut securing
the battery wire to the starter, using a ratchet and socket, and pull the battery wire from its
mounting stud on the starter. Step 8 Use a ratchet and socket to remove the two starter
mounting bolts. Step 1 Guide the new starter into place by sliding it between the crossover pipe
and transmission bell housing, with the front of the starter facing the rear of the vehicle and the
solenoid facing downward. Step 2 Guide the starter into its hole in the bell housing until its gear
engages the teeth on the flex plate. Step 3 Slide the battery wire back onto its stud on the starter
and hand-thread its retaining nut. Step 4 Position the starter heat shield in place over the
starter, and tighten the one nut and two bolts to 5 foot-pounds. Step 5 Skip to step 7 if your
Liberty has two-wheel drive. Step 6 Rotate the drive shaft so the match marks on the drive shaft,
differential and transfer case align, then hand-thread the drive-shaft-to-differential bolts and the
drive-shaft-to-transfer case bolts. Step 7 Realign the bolt holes on the crossover pipe flange
with the bolt holes on the downpipe flange, then hand-thread the flange bolts. The starter is
deceptively heavy, so use caution when handling it. The easiest way to diagnose a Jeep no start
is with a scan tool. Remove the starter relay from the power distribution center in the engine
compartment. Check for battery power on two terminals in the relay socket with the key in the
start position. If you see battery voltage, check for ground on pin 85 in the relay socket. Remove
the ASD relay from the power distribution center in the engine compartment. Refer to the chart
below and check for 5-volt reference volt
1993 ford festiva gl manual
2011 camry alternator
1995 ford f250 fuel pump
age and good ground on the appropriate pins in the connector. Perform this test with the key in
the RUN position. A broken ignition switch actuator pin may partially rotate the ignition switch,
allowing the engine to crank but not fire up. This is a pretty common failure. Chrysler wants you
to buy the complete steering column. But you can buy just the broken part. Dorman ignition
switch actuator pin. Buy a Dorman ignition switch actuator pin. Buy a Dorman ignition switch.
They include wiring diagrams and technical service bulletins. In most cases, their diagrams are
right from the factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the factory legends
to learn the identification symbols and then refer back to circuit diagrams to find the splice and
ground locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you need to dig into your doors, dash or console,
Alldatadiy. Jeep wiring diagram. Dorman ignition switch. Find this article useful? Share it!
Categories Jeep No start. Tags Jeep no start.

